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By ST AFF REPORT S

Florence-based design school Polimoda has named Massimiliano Giornetti as the head of its fashion design
department, effective this fall semester.

A former Polimoda student, Mr. Giornetti joins the institute after a long tenure at Italian fashion house Salvatore
Ferragamo. The appointment is a forward-thinking move for Polimoda, which has more than 2,000 students
currently enrolled.

Back to school
Mr. Giornetti began his career in haute couture in Rome after graduating from the fashion design program at
Polimoda, in collaboration with the London College of Fashion.

The designer joined the men's division at Ferragamo in July 2000, before rising to creative director four years later.
In 2010, Mr. Giornetti designed the fall women's collection, which then resulted in a promotion to overall creative
director of Ferragamo in 2011.
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Massimiliano Giornetti is  an alumnus of Polimoda. Image courtesy of Polimoda

Mr. Giornetti left Ferragamo in 2016, completing a 16-year stint at the label (see story).

"Polimoda is a large and modern laboratory for the fashion creatives of tomorrow; it is  the ideal environment to
develop an independent spirit and total autonomy of thought," Mr. Giornetti said in a statement. "Returning to
Polimoda feels like homecoming.

"This is the perfect time for me to go back to the drawing board, to find the lines and define the silhouette that will
determine style of the next decade," he said. "This is the ideal environment to enhance all of the creative potential in
an individual, the measure of all things; true Neohumanism."

Polimoda is also launching a modern program in partnership with Brazilian digital media platform F*hits.

Founder of the platform and digital expert Alice Ferraz will act as the new mentor for Polimoda's Master in Fashion
Marketing and Communications degree. The founder will guide students throughout their pursuit for the degree to
have a full understanding of the modern digital industry (see story).
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